International Future Manufacturing Technology & Robotics and Automation Conference and Exhibition

- 9-12 November 2022
- Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center

Focusing on Future Manufacturing Technologies
Background of FuMaTech & IRACE

The Greater Bay Area is a world-class advanced manufacturing and strategic industry cluster, rapidly developing into an international innovation center with worldwide influence. In order to serve the manufacturing industry with the latest developments of smart, digital connected and green manufacturing, Paper Communication, Messe Stuttgart, China Robot Industry Alliance (CRIA), VDMA (German Mechanical Engineering Association) Shanghai Representative Office and VDW (German Machine Tool Builders’ Association) will jointly work and combine the resources on setting up an international platform - FuMaTech and IRACE for up-to-date technologies and solutions exchanging.

High-quality exhibition area for machine tools, robotics and industrial automation solutions will bring together global leading brands combined to provide visitors whole solutions on future manufacturing. Professional conference and seminars will focus on trendy topics from scientific insights and customer application perspective. Purchasing needs matching programmes and events will optimize the ROI of all participants.

Venue Plan

FuMaTech and IRACE 2022 will be held on 9-12 November 2022 in Shenzhen, integrated into the existing exhibition DMP.

With the latest products & solutions, FuMaTech and IRACE hall will definitely become the highlight and eye-catching part to both, existing visitors and specifically targeted visitors.

Established for more than 20 years, DMP each year brings together over 1,600 exhibitors and 130,000 visitors.
## Highlights

Live demonstration of umati (universal machine technology interface based on OPC UA Companion Specification for machine tools and manufacturing) in China will be arranged; visitors will have the chance to deeply understand it through online demonstration and related conferences organized.

An official German Pavilion supported by Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy will be organized for Germany’s leading manufacturers and hidden champions.

High-quality exhibition areas for machine tools, robotics and industrial automation solutions will be combined to provide whole solutions on future manufacturing to visitors.

International conferences will invite professors, engineers, managing level of renowned companies to exchange the knowledge and latest expertise on new technologies and solutions.

## Exhibit Scope

- International machine tool, system, components, and related companies
- Robotics, accessories, system, and related automation companies

## Request for Registration

- Exhibitor must own independent brands and legal technical patents
- If agents/distributors/partners want to register in the name of branding company, an official authorization is needed

## Key Visitor Industries

- Automotive
- Medical Equipment
- Aerospace Technology and Equipment
- Electrical & Electronics
- Rail Traffic Equipment & Transportation Equipment
- Metal Working
Organizer
Nanjing Stuttgart Joint Exhibition Ltd.
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